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1 IntrodutionWhat is omplexity, and how should it be studied mathematially? In the in-terpretation that we adopt, there are several underlying ommon themes toomplexity theories. The basi ground rules are these: There is a family F ofsome mathematial objets under onsideration. The elements of some subsetS � F are deemed simple. Also, there are ertain omposition rules that allowone to put together objets in order to generate other objets in F . The om-plexity of an objet is determined by the length of the shortest hain of steps togenerate it from simple objets. In full generality one would want to get goodestimates for all or many objets in the family F . Spei�ally, a major hallengeis to be able to point out spei� onrete objets that have high omplexity.That is, elements that annot be generated from simple objets using only asmall number of omposition steps.Arguably the urrently most developed mathematial theory of omplexity,is to be found in the �eld of omputational omplexity. Typially (but notexlusively), F onsists of all boolean funtions f : f0; 1gm ! f0; 1g. Thelass S of simple objets ontains the onstant funtions, and the funtionsx ! xi (the i-th oordinate). Funtions an be omposed using the basilogial operations (or, and, not). Thus, one possible formulation of the P vs.NP problem within this framework goes as follows: Suppose that m = �n2� andso eah x 2 f0; 1gm an be viewed as a graph G on n verties (eah oordinateof x indiates whether a given pair of verties is onneted by an edge or not).We de�ne f(x) to be 0 or 1 aording to whether or not G has a Hamiltonianpath (a path that visits every vertex in G exatly one). It is onjetured thatin order to generate the funtion f , exponentially many omposition steps mustbe taken. The lamentable state of a�airs is that we are at present unable toprove even any super linear lower bound for this number.In view of the fundamental importane and the apparent great diÆultyof the problems of omputational omplexity we suggest to address issues ofomplexity in other mathematial �elds. Aside from the inherent interest inunderstanding omplexity in general, insights gained from suh investigationsare likely to help in speeding up progress in omputational omplexity. Thispaper is a small step in this diretion. We seek to develop a omplexity theoryfor sign matries (matries all of whose entries are �1). There are several goodreasons why this should be a good plae to start. First, a number of hard andonrete problems in omputational omplexity proper an be stated in thislanguage. The two most notable examples are (i) The log-rank onjeture and(ii) The matrix rigidity problem, to be explained in the sequel. Also, matriesome with a omplexity measure that we all know, namely, the rank. To seewhy, let us delare the lass S of simple matries to be those matries (notneessarily with �1 entries) that have rank one. Suppose, furthermore, that theomposition rule is matrix sum. We reall a theorem from linear algebra thatthe rank of a matrix A equals the least number of rank-one matries whose sumis A. This shows that rank indeed �ts the de�nition of a omplexity measurefor matries. 2



One important lesson from the experiene gathered in omputational om-plexity is that it is bene�ial to study a variety of omplexity measures in orderto understand the behavior of the main quantities of interest. Thus, aside fromiruit omplexity (the \real" thing), people are investigating ommuniationomplexity, proof omplexity, deision tree models et. This is the diretion wetake here, and our main work here is a omparative study of several measuresof omplexity for sign matries.We turn to the two onjetures mentioned above. The log-rank onjeturearose in the sub�eld of omputational omplexity known as ommuniation om-plexity. A few words about this area will be said below, and the interested readershould onsult the beautiful monograph [15℄. In purely matrix-theoreti terms,here is the onjeture:Conjeture 1 [20℄ Let A be an n � n sign matrix. Denote by M the largestarea of a monohromati retangle of A, thenM � n2=2(rank(A))O(1) :One reurring theme in omputational omplexity is that in many impor-tant situations, random elements in F have the highest possible omplexity (ornearly that). Thus a random sign matrix tends to have full rank (we will soonelaborate on this point). From this perspetive, the log-rank onjeture probesthe situation away from that realm, and asks whether low rank imposes strongstrutural restritions on the matrix?Indeed, ranks of sign matries have attrated muh attention over the years.The most famous open problem about them is this: What is the probability thata random n � n sign matrix be singular? In its strongest form, the onjeturesays that singularity omes mostly from one of the following four events - Tworows (olumns) that are equal (opposite). This would mean that the probabilityfor being singular is (1 + o(1))n(n�1)2n�1 . This onjeture still seems beyond reahand in a elebrated work Kahn, Komlos and Szemeredi [11℄ were able to give anupper bound of (1� �0)n for some �0 > 0. Be it as it may, the result from [11℄says that if F onsists of all n�n sign matries, and if our omplexity measure isthe rank, then random objets in F have the highest possible omplexity and theexeptional set is exponentially small. Suh phenomena are often enounteredin omplexity.The rigidity problem (�rst posed by Valiant [27℄) highlights another prevalentphenomenon in omputational omplexity. Namely, while most objets in Fhave (almost) the largest possible omplexity, �nding expliit members in Fthat have high omplexity is a di�erent matter altogether. Some of the hardestproblems in omputational omplexity are instanes of this general phenomenon.Of ourse, �nding expliit matries of full rank is very easy. But as it was provedby Valiant for real matries and in [23℄ for �1 matries, high rank is not onlyvery ommon, it is also very rigid. Namely, when you draw a random signmatrix, even when you are allowed to arbitrarily hange a onstant fration ofthe entries in the matrix the rank will remain high. The problem is to onstrut3



expliit matries whih with this property. It is onjetured that the Sylvestermatries are rigid and in spite signi�ant e�ort [14℄ this problem remains open.Other variants of rigidity were also studied [16, 24℄, with some suess, but theimpliations for omputational omplexity are not very strong.This paper revolves around four matrix parameters. All four had been stud-ied before, but not neessarily as omplexity measures. Let us introdue theseparameters in view of the following de�nition for the rank. We observe thatthe rank of a real m � n matrix A is the smallest d, suh that it's possible toexpress A = XY , where X is a real m� d matrix and Y a d�n real matrix. Ingeneral, all four omplexity measures that we onsider will be derived as variousparameters optimized over all possible ways to express A as A ' XY for somereal matries X;Y . We onsider two interpretations for '. It will either meanmatrix equality, or it will mean that A is the sign matrix of XY , and that allentries in XY have absolute values � 1 (the latter is a neessary normalizationondition).The other ingredient in our de�nitions is that we'd like X and Y to have \short"rows and olumns respetively. Here short may be interpreted in two ways: ei-ther meaning few oordinates or having small `2 norm. We are thus led to fourdistint de�nitions. equality signnum. ofrows r = rank d =randomized omm. ompl.lengthof rows 2 -normed spaes theory m =margin omplexityFigure 1: omplexity measuresOf the four parameters that appear in Figure 1, the rank needs no introdu-tion, of ourse. The parameter 2 originates from the theory of normed spaesand will be disussed below. The other two parameters were �rst introdued inomputational ontexts. Margin omplexity m is a notion that omes from the�eld of mahine learning. The fourth and last of the parameters omes from the�eld of ommuniation omplexity.The main results of this paper onern these four parameters. We estab-lish inequalities among them, and determine almost ompletely how tight theseinequalities are. Besides, we prove onentration-of-measure results for them.It turns out that for omparison purposes, it's better to speak of 22 and m2,rather than 2 and m. Spei�ally, let m � n, we show for every m � n signmatrix A that:� rank(A) � 22(A).The gap here an be arbitrarily large. For example, the \identity" matrix2In � Jn has rank n and 2 = O(1) (Jn is the n� n all 1's matrix).4



� 2(A) � m(A).Again the gap an be almost arbitrarily large. Spei�ally, we exhibitn� n sign matries A for whihm(A) = logn and 2(A) = �( pnlogn ):We an onstrut ertain spei� matries with m = O(1) for whih weonjeture that 2 is still �( pnlog n ).� d(A);m(A) � 
( nmkAk1!1 ).We prove that for random sign matries the right hand side is almostalways 
(pn).� d(A) � O(m(A)2 log(n+m)).� We show that the parameter 2 for m� n sign matries is onentrated.Pr(j2(A)�m j � ) � 2e�2=16;where m denotes the median of 2.A one-sided inequality of a similar nature is:Pr(2(A) � mM � =pm) � 2e�2=16;where M denotes the median of �2 (A), and mM = nm=M .2 De�nitions of the Complexity MeasuresWe turn to disuss the omplexity measures under onsideration here. The rankis, of ourse well known, and we introdue the three remaining measures.2.1 2 and operator normsDenote by Mm;n(IR) the spae of m � n matries over the reals and set k � k`n1and k � k`n2 the `n1 and `n2 norms on IRn, respetively.Let us reall the notion of a dual norm. If k � k is a norm on IRn, the dualnorm k � k� is de�ned for every x 2 IRn bykxk� = maxkyk=1 hx; yi ;where <;> denotes the (usual) inner produt. An easy onsequene of thede�nition is that for every x; y 2 IRn and every norm on IRn, kxkkyk� � j hx; yi j.Given two norms E1 and E2, on IRm and IRn respetively, the orrespondingoperator norm k � kE1!E2 is de�ned on Mm;n(IR) bykAkE1!E2 = supkxkE1=1 kAxkE2 :5



When the dimensions of the underlying normed spaes are evident from theontext, we use the notation k � kp!q to denote the operator norm between thespaes `np and `mq . An easy but useful property of operator norms is that:kBCkE1!E2 � kCkE1!E3kBkE3!E2 :for every two matries B 2 Mm;k(IR) and C 2 Mk;n(IR) and for every threenorms E1; E2; E3, on IRm, IRn and IRk respetively.Fatorization of operators plays a entral role in our disussion. This onepthas been extensively studied in Banah spaes theory, see for example [26℄.Given three normed spaes W1;W2 and Z and an operator T : W1 ! W2, thefatorization problem deals with representations of the operator T as T = uv,where v : W1 ! Z and u : Z ! W2, suh that v and u have small norms. For�xed spaes W1 and W2 and T : W1 ! W2, de�ne the fatorization onstantZ(T ) = inf kvkW1!ZkukZ!W2 , where the in�mum is over all representationsT = uv.Fatorization onstants reet the geometry of the three spaes involved. Forexample, if W1;W2 and Z are n-dimensional and if T is the identity operator,the fatorization onstant  = Z(Id) of this operator through Z orrespondsto �nding an image of the unit ball of Z (denoted by BZ) whih is ontained inBW2 and ontains 1= � BW1 . It is possible to show [26℄ that if Z is a Hilbertspae, then for anyW1 andW2 the fatorization onstant is a norm on the spaeof operators between W1 and W2.In the ase of greatest interest for us, W1 = `n1 ;W2 = `m1 and Z = `2. Then,denoting here and in the sequel 2 = `2 ,2(A) = minXY=A kXk`2!`m1kY k`n1!`2whih is one of the four omplexity measures we investigate in this paper. It isnot hard to hek that if A is an m�n matrix then kAk`n1!`m2 is the largest `m2norm of a olumn in A, and kAk`n2!`m1 is equal to the largest `n2 norm of a rowin A. Thus 2(A) = minXY=Amaxi;j kxik`2kyjk`2 ;where fxigmi=1 are the rows of X , and fyjgnj=1 are the olumns of Y . Notiethat 2(A) = 2(At) and thus �2 (A) = �2(At), for every real matrix A.We need a fundamental result from Banah spaes theory, known as Grothendiek'sinequality, see e.g. [22℄, page 64.Theorem 2 There is an absolute onstant 1 < KG < 1:8 suh that the followingholds: Let aij be a real matrix, and suppose that jPi;j aijsitj j � 1 for everyhoie of reals with jsij; jtj j � 1 for all i; j. Then������Xi;j aij hxi; yji������ � KG;for every hoie of unit vetors xi; yj in a real Hilbert spae.6



Using duality, it is possible to restate Grothendiek's inequality as follows:For every matrix A 2Mm;n(IR)�2 (At) � KGkAtk`m1!`n1 ;where �2 is the dual norm to 2.On the other hand, it is easy to verify that if A 2Mm;n then kAtk`m1!`n1 ��2(At), implying that up to a small multipliative onstant �2 is equivalent asa norm on Mn;m to the norm k � k`m1!`n1 .2.2 Margin omplexity and mahine learningWe turn now to de�ne the margin of a onept lass, an important quantity inmodern mahine learning (see, e.g. [6, 28℄). A onept lass is an m � n signmatrix, where the rows of the matrix represent points in the (�nite) domain andolumns orrespond to onepts, i.e. f�1; 1g-valued funtions. The value of thej-th funtion on the i-th point is aij . The idea behind margin based bounds is totry and represent the funtion lass as a lass of linear funtionals on an innerprodut spae, namely to �nd vetors y1; :::; yn 2 `2 to represent the funtionsin the lass and vetors x1; :::; xm orresponding to the points in the domain.This hoie is a realization of the onept lass if sign(< xi; yj >) = aij forevery 1 � i � m and 1 � j � n. In matrix terms, a realization of A, is a pair ofmatries X;Y suh that the matrix XY has the same sign pattern as A. Themargin of this realization is de�ned asmini;j j hxi; yji jkxikkyjk :Hene, the loser the margin is to 1 the loser the representation (using elementsof norm 1) is to be a ompletely aurate rendition. The margin provides ameasure to the diÆulty of a learning problem - at least to some extent, thelarger the margin is, the simpler the onept lass is, and more amenable todesription with linear fantionals.The margin of a sign matrix A is de�ned as the largest possible margin of arealization of A, denoted m(A). Observe thatm(A) = supmini;j j hxi; yji jkxikkyjk ; (1)where the supremum is over all matries X;Y with sign(hxi; yji) = aij . It willbe onvenient to denote m(A) = m(A)�1, the margin omplexity of A.2.3 A few words on ommuniation omplexityIn table (1) we de�ne d(A) of an m � n sign matrix A as follows: This isthe smallest dimension d suh that it's possible to �nd vetors x1; : : : ; xm andy1; : : : ; yn in IRd for whih sign(< xi:yj >) = aij for all i; j. We also say thatthe matrix A an be realized in IRd. 7



The �rst ourrene of this parameter was in ommuniation omplexity, asub�eld of omputational omplexity mentioned above. We restrit ourselves tovery brief remarks about it, and the reader is referred to the standard refereneon this subjet, the book by Kushilevitz and Nisan [15℄.The basi senario inludes an m� n sign matrix A and two players, Aliethe row player and Bob the olumn player. Prior to the game, they meet andagree on a ommon strategy, i.e. a ommuniation protool P . When the gamebegins, Alie reeives an index 1 � i � m and Bob reeives an index 1 � j � neah known only to the respetive player. They ommuniate by alternatelysending bits to eah other. By the end of the game, they should both know thevalue of aij . The ost of a protool P is the number of bits being exhangedbetween Alie and Bob for the worst pair ij. The ommuniation omplexity ofthe matrix A is de�ned as (A) := minP ost(P):In this de�nition, the protool P is deterministi. However, there are alsoseveral similar de�nitions where Alie and Bob are allowed to use randomiza-tion. As usual in randomized omputation, hane an a�et the omputationalproess in two main ways. (i) The number of bits that are exhanged beomesa random variable, whose distribution we investigate. (ii) The proess need notalways sueed, and we onsider the probability of a orret omputation.The version of ommuniation we now onsider is this: The matrix A, andthe players Alie and Bob are as above. However, Alie, upon reeiving the indexi randomly selets a string �i of r bits and sends them over to Bob. He inspets�i and his index j and hooses at random with some probability 1 � pj � 0 todelare the outome to be 1. We de�ne, r0 as the least integer r for whih thisproedure an be arried out with suess probability > 1=2. (The emphasishere is on the \greater than" - This is an unbounded error omputational model).It turns out that 2r0�2 � d(A) � 2r0 [21℄.3 Margin omplexity and 23.1 An equivalent de�nition of margin omplexityOur �rst step is to �nd a relation between margin omplexity and fatorizationproperty - and in partiular, the relation between margin omlexity and 2.De�ne the sign pattern of a matrix B 2 Mm;n(IR) (denoted by sp(B)) as thesign matrix (sign(bij)). For a sign matrix A, let SP (A) be the family of matriesB satisfying bijaij � 1 for all i and j. In other words, SP (A) onsists of matriesB = (bij) for whih sp(B) = A and jbij j � 1 for all i; j.The following lemma gives a simple alternative haraterization of the mar-gin omplexity of sign matries.Lemma 3 For every m� n sign matrix A,m(A) = minXY 2SP (A) kXk`2!`m1kY k`n1!`2 :8



Proof Equation (1), and the de�nition m(A) = m(A)�1, imply thatm(A) = minXY :sp(XY )=Amaxi;j kxikkyjkj < xi; yj > j= minXY :sp(XY )=Amaxi;j 1j < xikxik ; yjkyjk > j ;whih is equivalent to m(A) = minmaxi;j 1j < xi; yj > j ;where the minimum is over all pairs of matries X;Y suh that1. A is the sign pattern of XY , i.e. sp(XY ) = A.2. The rows of X and the olumns of Y are unit vetors.Given suh X and Y , let us de�ne ~Y to be 1minij j<xi;yj>jY (so that all entriesin X ~Y have absolute value � 1). We an now interpret the above de�nition assaying that m(A) is the smallest � for whih there exist matries X and ~Ysuh that1. XY 2 SP (A),2. All rows in X are unit vetors,3. All olumns in ~Y have length �.In other words, m(A) = min 2(XY );where the minimum is over all pairs of matries X;Y suh that XY 2 SP (A)and the rows of X and the olumns of Y have equal length. It is easy to seethat when the dimension of the vetors is not bounded, the restrition on thevetors' lengths does not a�et the optimum and thusm(A) = minB2SP (A) 2(B);whih is equivalent to the assertion of the lemma.Sine A 2 SP (A), we an easily onlude:Corollary 4 m(A) � 2(A).3.2 An improved lower bound on margin omplexityThe following orollary is a simple appliation of duality and the equivalentde�nition of margin omplexity given in the last setion.9



Corollary 5 Let A be an m� n sign matrix. Then,m(A) � nm�2(At) ; (2)and in partiular, m(A) � nmKGkAk`n1!`m1 :Proof Let B be a matrix in SP (A) suh that m(A) = 2(B). Then,m(A)�2 (At) = 2(B)�2 (At) � hA;Bi � nm:Hene m(A) � nm=�2(At). By Grothendiek's inequality,�2 (At) � KGkAtk`m1!`n1 = KGkAk`n1!`m1 :To ompare our bound on the margin omplexity with known results, weneed to understand the relationship between 2 and the trae norm kAktr. Thisis the sum of A's singular values, whih are the roots of the eigenvalues of AAt.We prove:Lemma 6 For every m� n matrix A, 1pmnkAktr � 2(A).Sine the trae norm and the `2 operator norm are dual (see e.g. [26℄), this isequivalent to:Lemma 7 For every m� n matrix A, �2 (A) � pmnkAk2!2.Proof Let B be a real m� n matrix satisfying 2(B) � 1. Let XY = B be afatorization of B suh that kY k1!2 � 1 and kXk2!1 � 1. Denote by xi theith olumn of X and by yti the ith row of Y . For every matrix AhB;Ai = hXY;Ai = DXxiyti ; AE= XxtiAyi =X kxikkyik xtikxikA yikyik� kAk2!2X kxikkyik � kAk2!2q(X kxik2)(X kyik2) � pmnkAk2!2:It follows that �2(A) = max2(B)�1 hB;Ai � pmnkAk2!2:Corollary 5 improves a bound proved by Forster [7℄. Forster proved that forany m� n matrix, m(A) � pmnkAk`n2!`m2 :10



That this is indeed an improvement follows from Lemma 7. It may sometimeyield an asymptotially better bound, sine we next exhibit n�n sign matriesA for whih kAk`n1!`n1 << nkAk`n2!`n2 . For other extensions of Forster's boundsee [9℄.Consider the matrix A where in the upper left blok of n3=4�n3=4 all entriesare one. All other entries of A are �1 hosen uniformly and independently. LetB be the matrix with an n3=4 � n3=4 blok of ones in the upper left orner andzeros elsewhere. Then kAk2!2 � kBk2!2 = n3=4:Now let C = A�B. It is not hard to see that with high probability kCk1!1 �O(n3=2). Indeed, this easily follows from Lemma 12 below. Also, kBk1!1 =n3=2. By the triangle inequalitykAk1!1 � kCk1!1 + kBk1!1 � O(n3=2):Thus kAk1!1 � O(n3=2) whereas nkAk2!2 � 
(n7=4).3.3 Computing the Optimal MarginIn this setion we observe that the margin omplexity and 2 an be omputedin polynomial time, using semi-de�nite programming. As we show later, thishas some nie theoretial onsequenes as well.We start with the semi-de�nite programs for the margin omplexity andfor 2. To that end, it is often onvenient to identify the vetor spae of alln�n symmetri matries with the Eulidean spae IRm where m = n(n+1)=2.Denote the one of all n�n positive semi-de�nite matries by PSDn. Let A bean n�N f�1g-valued matrix, and let Eij be the (n+N)� (n+N) symmetrimatrix with ei;(n+j) = e(n+j);i = aij for i = 1; : : : ; n and j = 1; : : : ; N , andall other entries zero. Observe that the optimum of the following optimizationproblem is m(A): minimize �8i � � Xii8i; j hEij ; Xi � 1 (3)X 2 PSDn+NIndeed, sine X is positive semi-de�nite, it an be expressed as X = Y Y t forsome matrix Y . Express Y in blok form as �BC�, where B has n rows and Chas N rows. The onstraints of type (3) state that sp(BCt) = A and that allthe entries of BCt are at least 1 in absolute value. The diagonal entries of Xare the squared lengths of the rows in B and C, from whih the laim aboutthe optimum follows.Likewise, onsider a slight modi�ation of this program, by replaing Con-dition (3) with hEij ; Xi = 1 for all i; j. The optimum of the modi�ed programis 2(A). 11



Reall that an appropriate adaptation of the ellipsoid algorithm solves pos-itive semide�nite programs to any desirable auray in polynomial time. Con-sequently, the margin omplexity and 2 of any matrix an be approximated toany degree in polynomial time.Aside from the algorithmi impliations, there is more to be gained by ex-pressing margin omplexity as the optimum of a positive de�nite program, byinorporating SDP duality. Spei�ally, duality yields the following equivalentde�nition for margin omplexity:m(A) = max�2 (X)=1;sp(X)=A hX;Ai : (4)This de�nition entails that equality in (2) is always ahieved by some matrix.4 Relations with Rank and the Minimal Dimen-sion of a RealizationIt is obvious that for every m � n sign matrix d(A) � rank(A). On the otherhand, the gap an be arbitrarily large as we now observe. For a sign matrixA, denote by s(A), the maximum number of sign-hanges in a row of A. (Thenumber of sign-hanges in a sign vetor (a1; : : : ; an), is the number of indies isuh that ai = �ai+1, 1 � i � n� 1.)Theorem 8 ([2℄) For any sign matrix A, d(A) � s(A) + 1.Thus, for example the matrix 2In � Jn has rank n and an be realized in IR2.Also, it follows easily from the Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma [13℄ that d(A) �O(m(A)2 log(n+m)), see e.g. [3℄ for details.What may be more surprising is that 22(A) � rank(A). The proof of thisinequality is well known to Banah spaes theorists, and we inlude it for thesake of ompleteness.Lemma 9 For every matrix A 2Mm;n(IR),22(A) � kAk`n1!`m1rank(A):In partiular, if A is a sign matrix then 22(A) � rank(A).Proof Consider fatorizations of A of the form A = XYA, where XY = I ,the identity m�m matrix, then2(A) � kXk`2!`m1kY Ak`n1!`2� kXk`2!`m1kY k`m1!`2kAk`n1!`m1 :In partiular, 2(A)kAk`n1!`n1 � minXY=I kXk`2!`m1kY k`m1!`2 . A formulation of thewell-known John's theorem ([12℄), states that for any d-dimensional norm E, itis possible to �nd two matries X and Y with XY = I , andkXk`2!EkY kE!`2 � pd:12



If we onsider E � `m1 given by range(A) - that is, the vetor spae range(A)endowed with the norm whose unit ball is [�1; 1℄m \ range(A) - then by John'stheorem our assertion holds.It is known that d(A) = 
(n) for almost all n� n sign matries [1℄. This isin line with the priniple that random instanes tend to have high omplexity.We also enounter here the other side of the omplexity oin in that it is ahallenging open problem to onstrut expliit n�n sign matries A with d(A) �
(n). In a reent work, Forster [7℄ shows that d � 
(pn) for Sylvester matries.This follow from the following lemma.Lemma 10 ([7℄) For every n�m sign matrix Ad(A) � pnmkAk2!2 :We prove the following improvement of Forster's bound. As we saw in setion3.2, this improvement an be signi�ant.Lemma 11 For every m� n sign matrix Ad(A) � nm�2 (A) ;and in partiular, d(A) � nmKGkAk1!1 :Proof It was shown in [7℄ that for any m � n sign matrix A there exists amatrix B suh that sp(B) = A, and Pi;j jbij j � nm2(B)d(A) . Thus�2 (A) = maxB:2(B)=1 hA;Bi� maxB:2(B)=1;sp(B)=A hA;Bi= maxB:2(B)=1;sp(B)=AXi;j jbij j� nm=d(A):Applying Grothendiek's inequality it follows thatd(A) � nmKGkAk1!1 ;as laimed.Other variant of the above bound an also be proved using the same line ofproof. For example, by starting with �2( ~A) where ~A is any matrix suh thatsp( ~A) = A, it follows that d(A) � nm�2 ( ~A) minij j ~Aij j:This improves a bound from [8℄. 13



5 Typial Values and Conentration of MeasureAs we have already mentioned, almost every n� n sign matrix has rank n [11℄,and annot be realized in dimension o(n). In [4℄, it was shown that the marginomplexity of a sign matrix is almost always 
(pn= logn). Here we improvethis result and show that the margin omplexity and 2 of sign matries arealmost always �(pn). We also prove that 2 is onentrated around its mean.The following lemma is well known, and we inlude its proof for ompleteness.Lemma 12 Pr(kAk`n1!`m1 � 2mn1=2) � 1� (e=2)�2m;where m � n, and the matrix A is drawn uniformly from among the m�n signmatries.Proof Reall that kAk`n1!`m1 = maxkxk`n1=1 kAxk`m1 , and the maximum isattained at the extreme points of the `n1 unit ball, i.e., the vetors in f�1; 1gn.For x 2 f�1; 1gn and y 2 f�1; 1gn letZx;y = mXi=1 nXj=1Aijxjyj :The distribution of Zx;y is learly independent of x and y, therefore we an takex = (1; :::; 1) and y = (1; :::; 1), and onludePr(Zx;y � t) = Pr(Xi;j Ai;j � t) � exp�� t22mn� :Hene, Pr(kAk`n1!`m1 ) � t) � 2m+n exp�� t22mn� ;and taking t = 2mpn ompletes the proof.Combining this lemma and the onnetion between 2(A) and kAk`n1!`m1 (seeCorollary 5) we obtain the followingCorollary 13 Pr(2(A) � pn) � 1� (e=2)�2mand Pr(m(A) � pn) � 1� (e=2)�2m:Here  > 0 is an absolute onstant, m � n, and the matrix A is drawn uniformlyfrom among the m� n sign matries.For the onentration of measure we use the following theorem by Tala-grand [25℄ (see also [2℄, Chapter 7). 14



Theorem 14 Let 
1;
2; : : : ;
n be probability spaes. Denote by 
 their prod-ut spae, and let A;B � 
. Suppose that for eah B 2 B, there is a real vetor� 2 IRn suh that Xi:Ai 6=Bi �i � k�k2for every A 2 A. Then Pr(A) Pr(B) � e�2=4.Lemma 15 Let m � n and let A be a random m � n sign matrix. Denote bym the median of 2, thenPr(j2(A)�m j � ) � 4e�2=16Proof Consider the sets A = fA : 2(A) � m�g and B = fB : 2(B) � mgof m�n sign matries. For eah B 2 B, there is a matrix � suh that �2 (�) = 1and h�;Bi = m , whereas h�;Ai � m �  for every A 2 A. Also, 1 = �2(�) �k�k`2 , where k � k`2 is the `2 norm in IRnm also known as the Hilbert-Shmidtnorm. It follows that  � h�;B �Ai � 2 Xi;j:Aij 6=Bij j�ij j:In order to apply Theorem 14, de�ne the matrix � via �ij = j�ij j. Thenk�k`2 = k�k`2 � 1, as needed. It follows thatPr(A) � 2e�2=16:That Pr(fA : 2(A) � m + g) � 2e�2=16 is proved equivalently by takingA = fA : 2(A) � mg, and B = fB : 2(B) � m + g.We are also able to give a measure onentration estimate for the left tail of 2as follows.Lemma 16 Let m � n and let A be a random m � n sign matrix. Denote byM the median of �2 (A), and let mM = nm=M , thenPr(2(A) � mM � =pm) � 2e�2=16Proof Let A = fA : 2(A) � mM � g and B = fB : �2(B) � Mg be setsof m � n sign matries. Pik B 2 B, and let � = B=�2(B), then h�;Bi =hB;Bi =�2 (B) � nm=M = mM , whereas h�;Ai � mM �  for every A 2 A. Itfollows that  � h�;B �Ai � 2 Xi;j:Aij 6=Bij j�ij j:In addition, it is known that �2 (B) � mpn, whih implies that1=pm � pmn=�2(B) = kBk`2=�2(B) = k�k`2 :15



De�ne the matrix �ij = j�ij j, then k�k`2 = k�k`2 � 1=pm. It follows thatXi;j:Aij 6=Bij �ij � =2 � pmk�k`22 :Applying Theorem 14, we getPr(A) Pr(B) � e�2m=16:Sine Pr(B) = 1=2 the statement follows.It is not lear how good the last estimate is. Note that both m and mM are oforder pn so obviously, for relatively large , the last lemma gives stronger lowertail estimates than Lemma 15. What is the exat relation between m and mMis not lear to us. Also note that sine the trae norm is pn-Lipshitz it an beshown that Pr(j 1pnmkAktr �mtrj � =pn) � 4e�2=16 using the same methodas in the proof of Lemma 15, where mtr is the median of 1pnmkAktr. Thus, ifmM � mtr the estimate in Lemma 16 is trivial.In light of the above disussion it would be interesting to know where themedians of 2, �2 and the trae norm lie. Moreover our hoie of B in the proofof Lemma 16 may not be optimal, and it is interesting what the best hoie is.More related questions are raised in Setion 8.6 Spei� ExamplesAs usual, muh of our insight for suh a new set of parameters stems from anaquaintane with spei� examples. Examples also suggest interesting hal-lenges to the development of new methods and bounds. An interesting ase inpoint is the determination in [9℄, of the exat margin omplexity of the identitymatrix and the triangular matrix. Here we determine the omplexity of severalmore families of matries.6.1 Hadamard matries, and highly imbalaned matriesConsider m � n sign matries, with m � n. It is easy to see that in this ase1 � 2(A) � pn and by duality that also mpn � �2(A) � nm. It follows fromCorollary 5 and Lemma 7 that a matrix whose olumns are orthogonal have thelargest possible margin omplexity, pn. In partiular Hadamard matries havethe largest possible margin omplexity. At the other extreme, a sign matrix Asatis�es 2(A) < p2 if and only if it has rank 1. This is beause a sign matrixhas rank 1 if and only if it does not ontain a 2� 2 Hadamard matrix. Next weprove a useful upper bound on 2 for sign matries.For a real valued m�n matrix A it is easy to show that 2(A) � kAk1!2 aswell as 2(A) � kAk2!1. These follow from the trivial fatorizations A = IA(resp. A = AI), with I the m � m (resp. n � n) identity matrix. This isnot partiulary helpful for sign matries where it yields the same trivial bound16



2(A) � min(pm;pn) for all sign matries. This bound does provide usefulestimates for 0; 1 matries with only few 1s in every olumn. These bounds an,in turn, be applied to sign matries as well, as we now show. Let Jm;n be theall-onesm�nmatrix. It has rank 1, so 2(Jm;n) = 1. For A a realm�n matrix,let T (A) = (A+ Jm;n)=2. Clearly, T maps sign matries to 0; 1 matries. Also,the inverse of T is T�1(B) = 2B � Jm;n. Sine 2 is a norm on Mm�n(IR), thefollowing holds for every sign matrix A,2(A) = 2(T�1(T (A))) = 2(2T (A)� Jm;n)� 22(T (A)) + 2(Jm;n) = 22(T (A)) + 1:Thus, if we denote byN(A)/Nr(A), the largest number of 1s in any olumn/rowof a sign matrix A, thenm(A) � 2(A) � 2minfpN(A);pNr(A)g+ 1: (5)Notie that all the omplexity measures under onsideration here are invariantunder sign reversals of rows or olumns of a matrix. This an sometimes beinorporated to the above argument.We an now determine the margin omplexity of the following matrix up to afator of 2. For n � 2d, letD be the n��nd� sign matrix whose olumns are all thesign vetors with exatly d 1s. Inequality (5) implies m(D) � 2(D) � 2pd+1.On the other hand, the margin omplexity of a matrix is at least as large asthe margin omplexity of any of its submatries. D ontains as a submatrix thed� 2d matrix in whih every sign vetor of length d appear as a olumn. Sinethe rows in this matrix are orthogonal, m(D) � pd.6.2 Adjaeny matries of highly expanding graphsWe show that 2(A) = �(pd), when A is the adjaeny matrix of d-regularhighly expanding (or \nearly Ramanujan") graphs. Let G(V;E) be a graphwith vertex set V = fv1; : : : ; vng. The adjaeny matrix A = (aij) of G isthe symmetri 0; 1 matrix with aij = aji = 1 if and only if (vi; vj) 2 E. Agraph in whih every vertex has exatly d neighbors is alled d-regular. Inthis ase, there are exaly d 1's in every row and olumn of the adjaenymatrix A. Let us denote the singular values of A (i.e. the absolute value ofits eigenvalues) by s1 � : : : � sn. It is easy to verify that s1 = d, and aninequality of Alon and Boppana [19℄ says that s2 � 2pd� 1 � o(1). It wasreently shown by Friedman [10℄ that for every � > 0, almost all d-regulargraphs satisfy s2 � 2pd� 1 + �. Graphs with s2 � 2pd� 1 exist [17, 18℄ andare alled Ramanujan graphs. By Inequality (5) 2(A) � pd for the adjaenymatrix of every d-regular graph. We observe that for nearly Ramanujan graphs,the reverse inequality holds.Claim 17 Let G be a d-regular graph on n verties, and let A be its edjaenymatrix. If s2 � pd, thenkAktr � �1 �npd� d3=2� :17



Proof nd = tr(AAt) =Pni=1 s2i . Therefore,Pni=2 s2i = nd�d2. It follows thatnXi=1 jsij � 1s2 nXi=2 s2i � �1 �npd� d3=2� :The following is an immediate orollary of the above laims and of Lemma 6.Corollary 18 Let A be the edjaeny matrix of a d-regular graph on n verties,with d � n=2. If s2 � pd then 2(A) = �(pd).7 A Gap Between the Margin and 2Letm = 3k and n = 2k, an example of anm�n matrix with a large gap betweenthe margin omplexity and the trae norm normalized by pnm was given in [9℄.The fat that 2 may be signi�antly larger than the margin omplexity forsquare matries, was, at least for some of us somewhat unexpeted. In thissetion we present suh examples. We begin with a spei� example, and thenwe present a tehnique to generate many matries with a large gap.7.1 An ExampleLet n be an odd integer and let K be the n� 2n sign matrix with no repeatedolumns. Denote A = sign(KtK). We onsider the rows and olumns of Aas indexed by vetors in f�1gn, and interpret the rows of A as funtions fromf�1gn to f�1g. The row indexed by the vetor (1; 1; : : : ; 1) orresponds tothe majority funtion, whih we denote by f . The row indexed by s 2 f�1gnorresponds the funtion fs, given by fs(x) = f(x Æ s) for all x 2 f�1gn.Here s Æ x, is the Hadamard (or Shur) produt of s and x, i.e. the vetor(s1x1; s2x2; : : : ; snxn). We now show how to express the eigenvalues of A bythe Fourier oeÆients of the majority funtion. This is subsequently used toestimate the trae norm of A. As we will see the trae norm of A is large, andthus 2(A) is large as a onsequene from Lemma 6.Claim 19 Denote by Hn the 2n � 2n Sylvester-Hadamard 1 matrix. ThenAHn = SHn where S is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries 2nf̂(t), t 2 f�1gn.Proof Denote by �s a harater.X� fs(�)�t(�) = X� f(s Æ �)�t(�)= X��Æs f(��)�t(�� Æ s) =X��Æs f(��)�t(��)�t(s)= �t(s)X� f(�)�t(�) = �t(s)2nf̂(t):1Also known as the Walsh matrix. 18



Thus �t is an eigenvetor of A to the eigenvalue 2nf̂(t).Claim 20 Let n = 2k + 1 and let the vetor t 2 f�1gn have m �1 entries. Ifm is even then f̂(t) = 0, and if m = 2r + 1 then2nf̂(t) = 2 2rXi=0(�1)i� 2ri �� 2k � 2rk � i �Proof Denote by Sq the sum Sq =Pqi=0 � n�mi �, and its omplement bySq = 2n�m � Sq. Denote by �i the subset of vetors in f�1gn with exatly i�1s that agree with the �1s in t.2nf̂(t) = X� f(�)�t(�) = mXi=0 X�2�i f(�)(�1)i= mXi=0 � mi � (�1)i X�2�i f(�) = mXi=0 � mi � (�1)i(Sk�i � Sk�i)= mXi=0 � mi � (�1)i(Sk�i + Sk�i � 2m�n)= mXi=0 � mi � (�1)i2Sk�iThe last equality follows from Pmi=0(�1)i� mi � = 0. Using the identityPti=0 � mi � (�1)i = � m� 1t �, we an write the last formula as follows2m�1Xi=0 (�1)i� m� 1i �� n�mk � i � :Notie that (k � (m� 1) + i) + (k � i) = 2k + 1�m = n�m, so if m is eventhe sum is 0. If m = 2r + 1 is odd we an write the expression as2 2rXi=0(�1)i� 2ri �� 2k � 2rk � i � ;whih onludes the proof.Claim 21 Let r and k be integers then,2rXi=0(�1)i� 2ri �� 2k � 2rk � i � = (�1)r(k � r)!(2r)!=r!k!� 2k � 2rk � r �
19



Proof Dividing both sides by the right side we get2rXi=0(�1)r�i� ki �� k2r � i � = � kr �We prove this by indution on k. If k = 0 it is trivial. For the indution stepwe write2rXi=0(�1)r�i� ki �� k2r � i � = 2rXi=0(�1)r�i� k � 1i �� k � 12r � i �+ 2rXi=0(�1)r�i� k � 1i �� k � 12r � i� 1 �+ 2rXi=0(�1)r�i� k � 1i� 1 �� k � 12r � i �+ 2rXi=0(�1)r�i� k � 1i� 1 �� k � 12r � i� 1 �The seond term is equal toP2r�1i=0 (�1)r�i� k � 1i �� k � 12r � i� 1 �. By sub-stituting j = i�1 the third term is �P2r�1j=0 (�1)r�i� k � 1j �� k � 12r � 1� j �.So the seond and the third terms anel eah other. By the indution hypoth-esis the �rst term is � k � 1r �, and the forth term is � k � 1r � 1 � (again bysubstituting j = i� 1). Summing the four terms we get � kr �.The trae norm of A is thus given by2 kXr=0� n2r + 1 � (k � r)!(2r)!=r!k!� 2k � 2rk � r �whih is equal to 2 kXr=0 (2k + 1)!(2r + 1)k!r!(k � r)!For a lower bound on this sum, we estimate the k2 th term(2k + 1)!(k + 1)k!k2 !k2 ! = (2k + 1)!k!(k + 1)!k!k2 !k2 != � 2k + 1k �� kk=2 �= 
(8k=k)We onlude that for every n there is an n�n sign matrix A for whih m(A) =logn and 2(A) = �( pnlog n ). 20



7.2 Using Tensor ProdutsIt is also possible to onstrut matries with a gap between 2 and the margin,using tensor produts. Suppose we an �nd a matrix A with m(A) stritlysmaller than kAktr, where k�ktr denotes the trae norm of A. Given suh a k�kmatrix A, onsider the n-fold tensor produt of A with itself, i.e. onsider thematrix �A = 
nA. By Lemma 22, m( �A) is signi�antly smaller than 1kn k( �A)ktr,whih is smaller than 2( �A).Lemma 22 For every two matries A and B,m(A
B) � m(A) �m(B) (6)kA
Bktr = kAktrkBktr (7)Proof The proof is based on the simple observation that (A 
 B)(C 
D) =AC 
 BD (see e.g. [5℄). To prove the inequality (6), onsider optimal fator-izations X1Y1 and X2Y2, for A and B respetively. Then (X1
X2)(Y1 
Y2) =X1Y1 
X2Y2 is a fatorization for A
 B, whih proves the inequality.To prove the identity (7), observe that (A
B)(A
B)t = (A
B)(At
Bt) =AAt 
 BBt. Now let a be an eigenvetor of AAt with eigenvalue �1 and b aneigenvetor of BBt with eigenvalue �2, then a
b is an eigenvetor of AAt
BBtwith eigenvalue �1�2.8 Other problemsIt should be lear that this is only the beginning of a new reserah diretion,and the unresolved questions are numerous. Here are some problems whih arediretly related to the ontent of this paper.� Is the log fator in d(A) � (m(A))2 logn neessary ?� What an be said about the distribution of 2 and �2?{ In partiular, estimates for their medians are ruial for our disus-sion in Setion 5.{ Is it true that 2 > pn� 1 for almost every n�n sign matrix? Notethat an aÆrmative answer would imply that almost every n�n signmatrix is nonsingular. In view of Inequality 5 and the disussionaround it, the best onsequene would be that the probability ofbeing singular is � 2�O(pn), whih is weaker than the exponentialbound in [11℄.� Is there an eÆient algorithm to fatorize a given sign matrix A = XYwith kXk2!1kY k1!2 �prank(A)?� Compare k � ktr as well as mn�2 with the omplexity measures in the paper.� Is there a polynomial-time algorithm to determine d(A) of a sign matrix?21
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